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this post is my own opinion and does not represent the views of my employer. this post comes to you from the beautiful gucase . i lovegucase and just wish you were paying me by the hour to use it. (lol!) hey, ive always wanted to write about this place. havent commented in years. im still a small business owner. ive learned graphic design
as the industry has changed. i grew up watching mtv and playing video games. i grew up building websites on wix and movableweb. i still draw and ive always loved design. and for whatever reason, ive always loved black and white. when i started in this business a few years ago, im not sure what it was but even after ive worked my ass off
at becoming a better designer, im not sure i wanted to build my entire business on black and white. it would be more about balance, less flat. too much black and white can be boring. its harder to sell. its harder to build conversions. but what im finding is that most black and white designs become polarizing because youre not really able to
convey a message through black and white. now im not saying i want to stop using it, but there is just something very special about black and white in our age of color. im not sure if i can convey that with color without looking like a douche, but that never stopped me from trying. thanks for this post. it really kind of shook the foundation of

my thought process on what i want as my end design goal. as much as i have been writing my own sites and doing much of the design and coding myself, the process is still slow and i need to make it much faster. my biggest challenge at the moment is still being able to adhere to the business goals of the client but having so much fun
during the process. i have the best clients in the world, i design and code websites, but i don't feel like it's really paying back all the effort that i put in. i think i'm going to start to move more towards creating these designs with intention of the goal being to get them to the client so they can truly use it and not just slap it together. definitely

looking forward to the next post from you!
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these tutorials are interesting, but this isnt really just about using some textures. lets face it, we all have so many photos of flowers, or paint drops, or coffee tables, etc that its amazing they can even make something for you. what can you make? i've no idea. the tutorials are little light-hearted riddles, though, that let you slowly move from
casual texture-discovery to perhaps an "aha" moment when you can finally intuit something new and exciting. at the end, youll have a bunch of cool photos of interesting things, and maybe a few new ideas about designing for other people. not quite sure what to do next? unsubscribe. there are a million different ways you can design in
photoshop (ok, thats a gross exaggeration, but you get the picture). its also pretty easy for busy designers to get overwhelmed trying to figure it out all at once. what if you could learn a few design techniques and start designing stuff from scratch instead of trying to find some "the perfect template" to use? lets take a look at five such

design techniques in the first section of your toolkit: these tutorials are interesting, but this isnt really just about using some textures. lets face it, we all have so many photos of flowers, or paint drops, or coffee tables, etc that its amazing they can even make something for you. what can you make? i've no idea. the tutorials are little light-
hearted riddles, though, that let you slowly move from casual texture-discovery to perhaps an "aha" moment when you can finally intuit something new and exciting. at the end, youll have a bunch of cool photos of interesting things, and maybe a few new ideas about designing for other people. not quite sure what to do next? unsubscribe.
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